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**Rule Change Intent**

The intent is to align with the FEI rule that is effective on January 1, 2023.

**Proponent Details**

**Eventing**

**Contact Information**

Amber Braun

abraun@usef.org

**Linked Rules**

**Comments**

**Committee Actions**
a. The height of an Obstacle is measured from the point where the average Horse would take off. The spread of an open Obstacle (e.g., oxer or ditch) is measured from the outside of the rails or other material making up the Obstacle on the line it is intended to be jumped. The spread of a closed Obstacle with a solid top (e.g., table) is measured from the highest point to the highest point on the line on which the Obstacle is intended to be jumped. *Base spread measurements include all solid element/rails, including solid ground lines.*